
What is resilience? In short, it is the ability to 
maintain personal wellbeing in the face of  
challenge (1). The ongoing global pandemic 
has tested the resilience of individuals in  
extraordinary and unprecedented ways. 
Responding to the pandemic has necessitated 
rapid and significant change across the wider 
economy and more directly within frontline 
healthcare services provided by the NHS (2) 

In 2019, Birmingham City University launched an 
MSc module titled Understanding and Managing 
Behaviours of Self, Teams and Organisations 
which was made available to students attending 
the School of Nursing and Midwifery. 
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THE FRAMEWORK AND TOOLKIT                BACKGROUND                 

POTENTIAL FOR FUTURE USE                

REFERENCES                The module is a fusion of Eastern and Western 
and ancient and modern ideas (3, 4). It is based 
on the premise of equipping students with 
bespoke knowledge and skills via a novel 
Framework and Toolkit. This can be utilised in  
a practical sense to help individuals overcome 
personal and interpersonal challenges which for 
some, might otherwise lead to significant levels 
of stress and anxiety. In so doing the student is 
pro actively equipped to be more resilient in 
times of difficulty and pressure. 

FACE TO FACE VS ONLINE                  

The framework posits that improved self under-
standing can lead to enhanced self management. 
This offers the student informed choice regarding 
their own behavioural and emotional responses 
within pressured and non-pressured situations 
and includes the ability to recognise and adapt  
to the responses of others. The framework  
produces a narrative bespoke to the student 
which permits forensic examination of individual 
strengths plus analysis of the risks and  
consequences associated with overplaying  
those strengths. 

The toolkit provides practical skills permitting 
students to apply their knowledge in the real 
world, aiming for a sustainable, balanced lifestyle 
with the capability and perspective to be better 
positioned to self manage in challenging or 
stressful situations. 

Student’s report applying this knowledge within 
and outside of the workplace.

The COVID-19 pandemic forced teaching online 
and with a rapidly re-designed course based 
around bite sized teaching and activity-based 
videos (5) student feedback throughout remained 
at similar levels as seen when the module was 
taught in the classroom.

As a preventative measure students reported 
how the module content had supported their 
health and wellbeing and ability to be resilient 
through the COVID-19 pandemic.

Building on this feedback, Birmingham City 
University is planning a series of pilot  
programmes designed to assess the efficacy  
of the Framework and Toolkit in improving 
resilience and reducing incidences of stress  
and anxiety within individuals. This commences 
at The Royal Birmingham Conservatoire,  
examining the impact in addressing performance 
stress and anxiety experienced by world class 
musicians. Other pilot projects are expected to 
examine the impact on frontline NHS workers, 
Education and within the Military.

Although it is very early days, it is envisaged that 
there may well be potential for the Framework 
and Toolkit to be tested as a possible intervention 
to improve individual resilience. This could be 
useful alongside existing therapies for individuals 
experiencing mild to moderate anxiety and/or 
depression. The success of online delivery of the 
student programme gives some encouraging 
early indicators that any such intervention could 
be delivered to a large audience, remotely either 
with or without supervision.

“Very intellectually stimulating”

“Understanding myself and how to be myself”

“This is not just about the professional  
knowledge. It is also about the real life.  
About improving wellbeing”

“I could use this in all areas of my life.   
I can now use the techniques to create  
win-win outcomes”

“...made me more resilient and has helped  
me to manage my mental and physical health  
during the pandemic…”

“…tools gave me positive outcomes for  
decision making. I can help others how to  
manage mental and physical health during 
pandemic with this…”

This module is providing me with opportunities to apply 
what I have learnt
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